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Simple qualitative dynein model in Nose-Hoover framework
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Abstract

The presented paper is devoted to studying the dynein molecular motor and its stochastic description. The model
aims to obtain good results comparable to literature sources qualitatively. We choose the Hoover-Holian oscillator
to describe the dynein behaviour of each of its legs. It can catch the stochastic movement produced by Brownian
motion and can be modified to simulate a load.
c© 2022 University of West Bohemia.
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1. Introduction

Dynein seems to be one of the essential processive molecular motors. Its structure and motion
are very different compared to other processive molecular motors, like kinesin or myosin V.
According to the current knowledge, it is connected with neurodegenerative diseases like Par-
kinson’s, Alzheimer and ALS [9]. Also, it has an essential role in glaucoma [6]. Maybe the
most interesting part is the role of dynein in viral infection [11,29]. Dyneins can be very diverse
in their structure. It is possible to say that a whole family of dynein motors exists. The main
difference is in their number of heads, see Fig. 1. The cytoplasmic dynein has two heads. Here,
we will focus on this type.

Fig. 1. Scheme of cytoplasmic dynein – a single tail connects two heads, adapted from [7]

A more detailed scheme of a cytoplasmic dynein head is in Fig. 2. The stalk can be bound
to the microtubule via electrostatic force [19] to the microtubule-binding domain (MTBD). Six
subunits of AAA+ ATPase create the most significant part of the head (the motor domain). The
linker connects the motor domain with the tail.
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Fig. 2. Detail scheme cytoplasmic dynein – its one head, the numbers label six subunits of AAA+ ATPase,
adapted from [28]

Fig. 3. The working cycle of cytoplasmic dynein, adapted from [28]

The mechanochemical dynein cycle is according to [3] as follows, Fig. 3: Concurrently, the
linker crosses the AAA+ ring doing the priming stroke. This stroke moves the stalk and MTBD
towards the minus (−) end of the microtubule (MT). After the adenosine triphosphate molecule
(ATP) hydrolysis, the head binds to MT again. However, in a new position. The inorganic
phosphate is released, and the linker returns to the starting unprimed state – it does the power
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stroke. The head is moving ahead. In this phase, the molecular motor produces mechanical work.
The cycle can be described differently, for example, like in [28], see Fig. 3.

That is the description of the mechanochemical cycle of one motor domain. As was mentioned
above, the whole cytoplasmic dynein motor consists of these two domains and can perform
continuous motion along the microtubule. This motor is processive because one stalk bounds
to the MT always. During this motion, it can bring the cargo from the (+) end of MT (e.g.,
membrane) to the (−) end (e.g., nucleus). The cargoes can be different organelles or even viruses.

For this purpose, both heads have to be coordinated or at least in some relation. This point
is now-a-day not sufficiently discovered. Another open problem is the behaviour of the dynein
under acting force.

Dynein properties and its differences from other processive molecular motors kinesin and
myosin V are summarised in the review [4]:

• Both motor domains operate largely independently during the motion. They are moving
parallel on the two “trails” of MT. Kinesin and myosin V reveal the hand-over-hand
movement. The rear head always passes the front head. On the contrary, in the case of
dynein, the rear or front head can take steps/steps without passing another head. Also,
the order of heads stepping seems to be stochastic one head can do one, two or even
three steps before another head moves. With the growing distance between both heads,
the probability of the forward stepping off the front head decreases and the front head can
move backwards, or the rear head can move forward.

• In general, we can distinguish four different types of steps [25], which are observable in
Fig. 4:

– alternating and passing steps (“hand-over-hand” – light green and red asterisks),
– alternating and not passing steps (“inchworm” – dark green and red asterisks),
– not alternating and passing steps (light green and light orange asterisks),
– not alternating and not passing steps (dark green and light orange asterisks).

Fig. 4. Steps variants of cytoplasmic dynein (the meaning of stars is explained in the text above), adapted
from [25]
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• Under zero load, dynein takes in 20% of the time backward steps. The size of the steps
varies between 8 and 32 nm.

• Forward stepping is preferred. Only higher tension between both motor domains can cause
backwards stepping.

• The motion of one stalk during the step can be divided into two phases: First, the MTBD
is bound weakly to the MT. Then, under Brownian search, MTBD is located in another
binding place (forwards or backwards) where the binding force is strong.

• Another essential property of dynein is the change of the step length. With increasing
force, the step length decreases. Different sites on the AAA ring control this property,
see Fig. 2. The site controlling the smallest length is working with different kinetics
that mimics the “catch-bond” behaviour [17, 18, 20, 24, 26, 30]. This site’s catalysis rate
increases with the increasing load, while its ATP binding rate (causing the detachment)
decreases.

• The velocity of dynein can be very different. For human dynein, the authors of [5] mention
the unloaded velocity and the stall force to be v = 540± 60 nm/s and Fs = 1.9± 0.2 pN,
respectively. Similar values can be found, e.g., in [1].

• In [4], it is stressed that there are many unknowns about the dynein.

• It should be mentioned that dynein can also provide the sideways steps. It can switch the
lines on the microfilament, see, e.g., [21, 27, 33]. Then, the motion is described as a 2D
problem.

Another important issue is the binding of different cargoes with dynein. For this purpose,
other proteins are necessary, e.g., dynactin bound with dynein creates one complex [8], Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Dynein structure, adapted from [8]

There are some computer models of dynein such as the pure deterministic model [12],
the stochastic model [13] or the very simple model [35], which omits, e.g., the backwards
possibility. Goedecke’s model [13] is very complicated and based on the Langevin equation for
the simulation of the diffusion motion. The very sophisticated model was recently published
in [32]. It is based on the Crossley’s model [12], but it is enormously improved. It already allows
us to simulate the influence of different mutations like Legs at odd angles (Loa), Cramping 1
(Cra1), Sprawling (Swl) and others. A very detailed description of the model is in [31].
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We aim to develop a relatively simple model that considers the complicated structure of
dynein, all the phases of steps and the diffusion motion of the stalks and cargo. The Nose-
Hoover oscillator simulates the Brownian motion. This approach is described in the following
sections. This model should simulate the mutations and the influence of different drugs such as
Dynarrestin or alcohol.

2. Brownian motion and Nose-Hoover oscillator

In [15], the authors stress at the beginning the possibility to simulate the “stochastic” and
“Brownian” dynamics using a deterministic time-reversible thermostat. The deterministic system
of ordinary differential equations with only a few degrees of freedom replaces the commonly
used stochastic Langevin equation. The detailed description of these models is not in the scope
of this contribution and can be found in the papers mentioned below. The development of these
systems started with the thermodynamic description in [15]. It was improved in the follow up
papers by Hoover and his co-workers. The reason for all these improvements was to enhance the
ergodicity. The original 3D Nose-Hoover oscillator was not fully ergodic, and the best solution
was to add a variable. These 4D oscillators are also less stiff and easier to solve.

In [15], seven different models are mentioned. In the later work [16], Hoover et al. introduced
the latest three models. The ergodicity is proven in the case of the Hoover and Holian oscillator
(HH oscillator)

dx
dt
= p, (1)

dp
dt
= −x − ζp − ξp3, (2)

dζ
dt
= p2 − 1, (3)

dξ
dt
= p4 − 3p2. (4)

In comparison with the original Nose-Hoover oscillator (equations (14) in [23]), here is the
fourth variable ξ. The results are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Examples of Hoover and Holian oscillator chaotic behaviour
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Using the algorithm published in [34], the Lyapunov exponents of the analysed HH oscillator
were calculated, Fig. 7. If we start from the arbitrary point in the neighbourhood of the attractor,
the spectrum of Lyapunov exponents is the same and has approximately the form (+, 0, −).
Another important graph displaying the property of the HH oscillator is the histogram of the
samples taken within the different time-period ff . We used the MATLAB function histfit.
This function uses the number of bins equal to the square root of the number of elements in the
data and then superimposes a fitted normal distribution, see Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Lyapunov exponents of Hoover and Holian oscillator

Fig. 8. Histogram of samples with given period ff given by the Hoover and Holian oscillator. The left
figure is for fewer samples than the right one. Both show that the distribution converges to a Gaussian
one

3. Mathematical model of dynein

At first, we consider only one motor domain (in a further text called motor only). We solve its
motion in 1D space. The sideways steps are not taken into account. It seems to be appropriate
to use the 1D state chemically driven flashing ratchets in the model [2, 14, 22]. Later on, the
number of states can be higher. The motor position on the polar and periodic track, in the case
of dynein microtubulin (MT), is given by the coordinate x. The interaction between motor and
MT is described with the potentials Wi(x) depending on the motor state i, i = 1, 2. A chemical
reaction triggers the transition between both states. Here, ATP and its hydrolysis. In the following
text, the model is described omitting the details. The reason for this omission is to show the
basic scheme. All used model parameters and their meaning is summarised in Table 1. For
abbreviations, see Table 2.
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Table 1. List of model parameters

L potential period
delta limit of boundaries of the domains distance

(measure of the domain dependence)
ni frequency of the steps
ff sampling period
kk parameter influencing the length of the Brownian motion

F load external load
sc width of the HH attractor
rat position of the potential minimum

invstif 1/stiffness of the one domain
ps power stroke

deltacb catch bond parameter (see Fig. 14)
cb catch bond parameter (see Fig. 14)

kkcb value of kk in the case of catch bond
nicb value of ni in the case of catch bond

Table 2. List of abbreviations

ALS amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
ATP adenosine triphosphate
HH, PB, MKT choice of the oscillator type

(Hoover-Holian, Patra Bhattacharya, Martyna-Klein-Tuckerman)
MT microtubulus
MTBD microtubulus biding domain
ODE ordinary differential equation

3.1. Deterministical model of the dynein

While we try to model the dynein with the deterministic dynamical system, another approach
will be used. The cargo will not be taken into account. The Brownian motion during this phase,
where the stalk detaches from MT caused by ATP (left green arrow in Fig. 9), is modelled with
the Nose-Hoover oscillator. After hydrolysis of ATP, the potential W causes the strong binding
of the MTBD with MT (right green arrow). The place of this binding position is in the minimum
of the potential W (red arrow). The choice of this minimum depends on the MTBD current
position and the last position of the Nose-Hoover oscillator. If the interval of its attractor is large
enough, it can be one, two or even more periods forward or backwards.

The potential has the simple form

W = U0

(
sin
2π
L

x+
1
2
sin
4π
L

x+
1
3
sin
2π
L

x

)
, (5)

where L is the period of this periodical and unsymmetric potential and x is the position on
MT. Fig. 10a shows the graph of this function for L = 8 nm and U0 = 26.7 kBT. Involving the
external force corresponds with the producing a slope along with both potentials, see Fig. 10b.
In Fig. 9 and in the following figures, the graph of potential is only simplified drawn.
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Fig. 9. Brownian motion described by the Nose-Hoover oscillator with the potential given by the usual
form W = U0

(
sin 2πL x+ 14 sin

4π
L x

)
. In this and the other figures below, the potential is graphically

simplified. The coil represents the chaotic motion of the stalk

(a) Potential W (b) Potential W deformed by adding external
load to the system

Fig. 10. Asymmetrical potentials

The equations describing the Brownian motion are a little bit more complicated to allow
simulation not only of the Hoover-Holian oscillator but also the others described [16]. These
oscillators are called Martyna-Klein-Tuckerman (MKT) and Patra-Bhattacharya (PB) oscillators

dx
dt
= p − PBξx, (6)

dp
dt
= −pζ − x − HHξp3, (7)

dξ
dt
= (p4 − 3p2)HH +MKT (ζ2 − 1) + PB(x2 − 1), (8)

dζ
dt
= (p2 − 1)α − MKTξζ. (9)
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Fig. 11. The figure shows a timeline of Brownian motion periods and periods when the MTBD is attached
to the microtubulin. Here, ff is the sampling period, 4/(2ni) is the minimal step duration and with kk
can be influenced the detachment rate

For the Hoover-Holian oscillator, we set HH = 1, PB = MKT = 0 and similarly for the
others oscillators. The projection of its attractor into the p-x plane is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 12 shows the situation for two domains (red and blue). When the movement time along
the potential curve to its minimum is neglected, only the period L and the ratio rat (position of
the minimum inside the period) are essential. The steps of both domains do not switch regularly.
A more complicated situation is shown in Fig. 13. After the movement of the blue domain
(41), the distance between both domains δ is relatively large. The red domain exhibits two steps
(22 and 23, numbers 4 and 2 correspond to the different starting positions in the current instant).
The critical distance δ is explainable as the stiffness measure between both domains.
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Fig. 12. Illustration of a set of two Hoover-
Holian oscillators
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Fig. 13. Illustration of the movement further
than one domain given by the Hoover-Holian
oscillators
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In Fig. 9, the centre of the attractor of the HH oscillator is at a point, where the potential
has its minimum (last attachment point). The centre of the attractor moves by the value ps to
respect the power stroke caused by the stalk priming. Under the action of external force F load,
the attached stalk deforms in the direction of this force in the amount F load · invstif . This
deformation also causes the movement of the centre of the attractor.

The model needs changes to capture the catch bond effect. Parameter ni influences the time
domain, parameter kk is changed, and parameters cb and deltacb were introduced. The situation
on the time axis is scratched in Figs. 11 and 14.

Fig. 14. Illustration of modelling the catch bond effect

4. Results and discussion

The first case studied in this work is with F load = 0. Its results are shown in Fig. 15a.
Three possible steps are visible there, as denoted by the three circles. In Fig. 15b, we can see
the movement of the MTBDs over time. It is worth pointing out that these results are only
qualitative. Further development is necessary to obtain physiological values.

Next, we studied the influence of the load. In Fig. 16a, steps for F load = −8 are shown.
The movement of the dynein is zero, finally. If we want to make the dynein move again, we
must consider the catch bond effect starting for F load = −5. It produces non-zero movement,
as shown in Fig. 16b. The black line corresponds to the centre of dynein and the green line is
the distance between both MTBDs.

(a) (b)

Fig. 15. Results of simulation with Fload = 0, which produces three possible kinds of steps: “inchworm”
(blue circle), “hand-over-hand” (red circle), and non-alternate non-passing steps (orange circle)
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(a) Without the catch bond effect, the higher
load causes smaller steps than the case of
Fload = 0 (red and blue – a position of both
legs, green – a distance of legs)

(b) Inclusion of the catch bond effect helps the
movement even for higher loads than usual (red
and blue – a position of both legs, green – a
distance of legs)

Fig. 16. Results of simulation with Fload = −8

Fig. 17 presents the results for the dependence between load and velocity. The red line
corresponds with the catch bond effect starting with F load = 5. These results are comparable
with experimental results from [17], see Fig. 18. Due to the catch bond effect, the dynein slides
even for F load > 5 with a constant velocity.
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Fig. 17. Dependency between Fload and the velocity

5. Conclusion

The described simple model presents the possibility of modelling the dynein movement by
the Hover-Holian oscillator. These first results show that the model can produce all-important
effects connected with dynein – its different steps movement, the catch bond effect, or velocity
decrease with increasing load. In the future, we will focus on finding such coefficients for the
model, which produces qualitative results and quantitative results.
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Fig. 18. Influence of catch bond effect, adapted from [17]
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